Name: ____________________________

Hour: _________

Speech to Convince Outline Rubric(Must attach this rubric to final outline)
Outline will NOT be accepted without in-text citations and a works cited page!

PLAGIARISM RESULTS IN A ZERO AND A REFERRAL

I. INTRODUCTION






_____/10

Written in complete sentences
Label all parts: attention-getter, thesis, credibility, audience relevance
First sentence gets attention
Last sentence is thesis statement (one sentence identifying the purpose of your speech)
Thesis is written PERSUASIVELY, not as an informative

II. BODY





(Six Main Points=5 points each)

Key words (3-5 word phrases only)
6 main points as clarified on assignment sheet (history, effects, causes, solutions, benefits, call to action)
Development of main points using specific details; ample evidence from sources
Correct outline format I. A. 1. a. (etc.) Every main idea has at least TWO
sub-points

III. CONCLUSION






_____/30

_____/10

Complete sentences
Restate thesis statement (may use exact wording or rephrase)
Summarize ideas presented
Last sentence should clearly/smoothly end speech (Don’t leave us hanging!)
Strong, memorable last words heard

DOCUMENTATION: YOU MUST INCLUDE WORKS CITED PAGE AND IN-TEXT CITATIONS
naming the three required sources plus additional sources, dictionaries or encyclopedias used.
Required Source #1
_____/8
* Cited in text using MLA (3 points)
* Cited on WC using MLA; MUST be credible (5 points)

_____/8

Required Source #2
* Cited in text using MLA (3 points)
* Cited on WC using MLA; MUST be credible (5 points)

_____/8

Required Source #3
* Cited in text using MLA (3 points)
* Cited on WC using MLA; MUST be credible (5 points)

Dictionaries/Additional sources (WC and In-text)

_____/3

General MLA Criteria on Works Cited

_____/8

* Alphabetize by author’s last name or title as appropriate
* Indent each line after first of every entry
* Double-space all (No extra spaces between entries or after title)
* Include your last name and correct page# of outline top right
* Center Works Cited at top in 12 pt font, no bold/underline/all caps etc.

Neatness, MLA Format, Following Directions, Quality of Evidence

Total Score:

_____/15
_____/100

